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Searching for a shidduch today, a right match, is like finding a needle in a haystack. Finding the right 
Shadchan to trust with this most vital mission can be extremely overwhelming. Doing all the 
extensive background research can be exhausting and time-consuming. 

Many people are just frustrated with the whole shidduch system. Back in our day, it was so much 
easier. No profiles or photos to compare and judge.  
Confidentiality was sacred. All we needed to know back then was if the possible candidate was kind 
and had Yiras Shomayim. It was less complicated.  
B” H our communities have grown tremendously, thus making the process that much harder. More 
people, more choices, more continents.  
Of course, there are many more reasons why it is so difficult today to navigate the Shidduch scene.  
Let us focus instead on offering possible solutions to ease this journey. 
  

Possible Suggestions 

Let me share with you some tips, ideas and advice that I have accumulated throughout my 
experience as a Shadchan and Shadchan Coach. With these suggestions, I hope to lighten the 
workload and help make the Shidduch journey that much easier. These suggestions are personally 
recommended and have successfully impacted singles dating.  
There's a saying that reads, “If you keep doing what you're doing, you'll keep getting what you are 
getting”. 
My recommendation is to try on some new ideas and see if they work for you. Try it, you may like it. 
  
1.Professional Profile Presentation 
The more professional the profile and photo look, the better your chances are that it will be 
acknowledged and looked into seriously. Presentation plays a vital role in representing your child. 
Make sure the profile is neat, organized and presentable. When I get a sloppy or messy profile with 
no effort, references, or much information, I believe these people aren’t serious about getting a 
shidduch. 
  
2.Talking Profile 
Since we can’t fight City Hall and have to go with the ‘system’ of presenting something about the 
single, I would like to suggest the idea of a ‘talking profile’.  
This is a one-minute video clip, saying what they are passionate about in life and what they are 
seeking in a spouse.  
By representing themselves in a  video with words that express who they are and what they want 
with a bit of emotion – a smile and some body language that can tell so much more about a person –  
most people will give off a more favorable and honest impression of themselves, rather than being 
judged by a raw photo that can be so deceiving, so cold and shallow.  
How often have we seen a person look completely different in real life than in a picture of them!  
In a video, we can get a glimpse of a real live person, thus giving the single a better chance for a 
shidduch. As a shadchan, I have seen the success rate go up of those that did the ‘talking profile’. 
  
3. References  
It is essential to select carefully who you choose to put as a reference. Call your chosen referee first 
and ask them if they agree to be used as a reference. A lot of blockages in Shidduchim come about 
because the reference was not intimately familiar with the single on the profile. Thus, the single was 



misrepresented, and useful suggestions did not come to fruition. It is vital to be selective, making 
sure the reference knows the single extremely well.  
  
4. The Shadchan 

Select a reputable Shadchan that has an exceptional reputation, since they are representing your 
child, and they can make it or break it. Be upfront with the shadchan before starting a new shidduch 
to establish a mutual agreement on the cost involved. 
Always tip the Shadchan ‘something’ for their efforts.  
A box of chocolates, something into their PayPal, or a gift card from Amazon can go a long way. 
Remember, they are not being paid for the hundreds of hours of Shidduchim that didn't work out!  
A bochur once told me he pays the Shadchan $100 for every date she sends him out on.  
I think that's very clever. It's an excellent investment. 
  
5. One Thing A Day 

Do one thing a day towards your child’s Shidduch! It could be just one phone call to one shadchan or 
a short chat to a friend you meet in the shop.  
Even say an extra special Perek of Tehilim. Anything that is for the sake of the Shidduch. Just one 
thing a day!  
We should play a daily active role in our child’s Shidduch searching, just as we have to talk about the 
chinuch of our children a half-hour every day (Rebbe Rashab), so let's spend time also to do one 
thing a day towards our child’s shidduch! 
  
6. WhatsApp Blast  
It is suggested every month to send this WhatsApp out to ONLY close friends and family. 
A WhatsApp profile and photo with a short introduction that says, 
“Please would you be so kind as to think for one minute if you may know of any suitable possible 
candidate.”  
I know of quite a few Shidduchim that eventuated because the mother of a single sent this gentle 
reminder out once a month. She said it was so well worth the effort!  
We need to be proactive and do some publicity to get our child’s name out there. If we don't do it, 
who will? 
  
7. Reminder 
I highly recommend being proactive and sending a one-word text once every two weeks to the 
Shadchan, that says ‘available’. 
It reminds the Shadchan for one second of your child’s name, and thus, will hopefully encourage 
them to think for a moment if they have a new idea for you.  
Remember, if you don’t contact or remind the Shadchan, they will not remember you. After all, they 
have hundreds of names, and it is impossible to chase everyone. 
  
8. Role Model  

When a Shidduch doesn’t turn out the way we expected, or we get a ‘not shayich’, please remember 
to be sympathetic and acknowledge your child’s pain, or feelings.  
Try not to brush their feelings away by saying, “Big deal, you didn’t lose anything anyway” Or, “We 
didn’t think much of them anyway”.  
Instead, feel with them, mirror their feelings back to them. Your child is looking up to you, watching 
your cues, reading your body language.   
We as parents have the privilege to empower our children with embracing Hashem’s will.  
We need to model to our children a pure Emunah, a real sense of Bitochon, that whatever Hashem 
does is for good, instilling in them the faith required to keep going! Remember, Hashgocha Protis 
plays a significant role. Especially in Shidduchim! Our kids are looking up to us and watching our 



reaction. We have a responsibility to give them the strength they need. To also remember to focus 
on the goal. The shidduch is not about ‘us’, but it is about ‘them’.  
  
9.  Friends and Family 

Those around you all have good intentions. However, it is essential to pay attention to the person 
being suggested to you without ‘filters’ and advice from everyone who has either dated that person 
or says they know them well.  
Please be ‘melamed zchus’ and give everyone a fair chance. Too many Shidduchim are not given the 
benefit of the doubt because of random reports. 

  
10. Be Openminded 

Allow the possibility to listen intently to what is being suggested to you, even if it something 
different to what has been suggested before.  
Be prepared to think ‘outside the box;’ don’t dismiss a new idea right away. Allow yourself to be 
‘surprised’.  
Sometimes we get carried away by stereotypes that have been ‘programmed’ in our minds since we 
were youngsters, and we don’t allow for a  change of thinking to happen, to think more broadly, in a 
more open-minded way, as we mature and shape who we are today. 
  
11. First Impressions 

As the old adage goes, “You never get a second chance to make a first impression”!  
Your dress code represents you. Look your best. Clean, organised, presentable outfits make a huge 
difference.  Allow enough time before a date to relax and get ready properly.  
One should try to look the best you possibly can. (Note to the boys: make sure the car smells fresh 
and is very clean!) 
  
 12. The List  

I highly recommend reviewing your list of Non-negotiables before and after each date. This helps 
keep you on the alert about whether or not the person you are dating actually qualifies according to 
your list of essential values and qualifications that you worked out with your ShidduchCoach. 
  
13. Perspective 

When married life gets challenging, and we start to see our spouse’s ‘weak spots’, we can always fall 
back on this ‘list’ to remember and appreciate the original valuable core qualities that we were 
attracted to in the first place, putting everything back into perspective again. Remembering these 5 
Non-Negotiables, the selected 5 central values, will keep you on track to keep focus on what he does 
have going for him, rather than the opposite. 
  
14. Forgiveness 

Think if perhaps in the past people may have been offended regarding a shidduch you were once 
involved in. The Rebbe says to apologize to anyone you may have hurt (even inadvertently) to clear 
any possible blockages. 
  

15. Tehilim and Tzedakah 

A tremendous spiritual investment for the Neshoma. It is recommended to do something extra 
spiritually so that the 2 Neshomos can recognise each other. Say Tehillim, both for yourself and for 
another person who needs a shidduch too. Every day, before reciting the Shema and by Shabbos 
candle lighting, take a couple of minutes to meditate and ask Hashem to help you find your Zivug 
easily.  
 

16. Shidduch Group Meetings 



Joining a shidduch group meeting has a tremendous Brocha in bringing singles to the Chupa. We 
have been witness to these beautiful Shidduch gatherings bringing unbelievable success in people 
finding their match. Next time you hear of one happening, join up. You'll see miracles happening, as 
many of us have. What have you got to lose? You never know. 

17. The ShidduchCoach  

Just as we seek out the best real estate agent to assist us in buying the right home, or when 
purchasing a laptop or cell phone, we gather the maximum information and advice from experts in 
that field, how much more important is proper research when seeking out our child’s partner for life. 
We can benefit from an expert in the field of Shidduchim, a ShidduchCoach, who can assist us in 
navigating through the shidduch process. 
  

18.The Benefits 

The ShidduchCoach will help you gain clarity and confidence in finding out what is important to you, 
and what is ‘negotiable’.         
Altz by aleh, nisht doh by kaineh  (no one has it all)! Therefore, a ShidduchCoach can help one 
prioritise and compromise in selecting the few minimal, yet most essential qualities and values in a 
partner, that really matter. I call them The Non-negotiables. 
 
A ShidduchCoach can help identify the ‘blind spots’ that may be blocking one from moving forward. 
Often parents and children in Shidduchim are not on the same page, each wanting their own list of 
requirements. A ShidduchCoach can act as a third party to help identify, verify and mediate the 
actual needs of those involved. 
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